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of Christian Music Comes to Wilmore
 
 It was the “dawning of the Age of Aquarius” as the 1967 musical 
Hair told us.1 The hippie and New Age Movements were in the ascendancy. 
The U.S. was in the middle of the Vietnam War. In 1969, it seemed like 
the counterculture exploded when on August 15-18 the Woodstock Music 
Festival was held near White Lake, New York. Political and cultural shifts 
were occurring at a breath-taking pace, and the evangelical church seemed 
[VILKLZWLYH[LS`[Y`PUN[VÄN\YLV\[OV^[VYLZWVUK/V^L]LY>PSTVYL
remained isolated from much of this cultural change. Yet while cut off from 
much of what was going on in the U.S. culturally in 1970, an idea emerged, 
led by students (called the Christian Service Brotherhood) and their faculty 
advisor, Dr. Bob Lyon of Asbury Theological Seminary, of a Christian music 
festival as a counterpoint to Woodstock. Using the Wilmore campground, 
[OLZP[LVMTHU`[YHKP[PVUHS/VSPULZZJHTWTLL[PUNZ[OLÄYZ[0JO[O\ZMLZ[P]HS
was established. It would continue as one of the major Christian music 
festivals in the U.S. until 2012, for 42 years, and would be called by at least 
one writer, the “granddaddy” of all Christian music festivals.2
 Music plays a crucial role in youth culture, and rock and roll has 
ILLU[OLKLÄUPUNNLUYLVMT\ZPJ\ZLKI``V\UNWLVWSLZPUJL[OL Z
within the context of the United States. While rock and roll partially grew 
out of gospel music, it took its own secular form of development and so was 
often actively opposed by many conservative Christians. As the academic 
study of Christian music has pointed out,
 
The dilemma for Christian adolescents then is clear. On 
the one hand, rock and roll music plays a critical role 
PULZ[HISPZOPUNPKLU[P[`HUKKLÄUPUN[OLPYZVJPHSNYV\WZ
but at the same time it appears to contradict many of 
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the values they hold as Christians… Standing in the gap 
between evangelical Christianity on one side and youth 
culture on the other, contemporary Christian music 
offers evangelical Christians who cannot identify with 
what they see on MTV their own set of alter egos. With 
its angelic waifs, strutting arena rockers, choreographed 
NPYS NYV\WZ N\P[HYZ[Y\TTPUN MVSRPLZ ÅHUULS LUJHZLK
grunge acts, posturing rappers, and wordy singer-
songwriters, contemporary Christian music provides 
the evangelical audience with the same ethereal voices, 
the same driving guitars, and the same chunky rhythms 
that can be found anywhere on the radio dial- but 
with one important difference: rather than challenging 
WYLKVTPUHU[ L]HUNLSPJHS ]HS\LZ [OPZ T\ZPJ HMÄYTZ
them.3
The primary goal of the Ichthus music festival in its later years was to reach 
out and share the gospel message to young people through contemporary 
Christian music. 
(Image courtesy of Asbury Theological Seminary Archives and Special 
Collections.)
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Understanding how the modern contemporary Christian music genre 
has developed includes understanding how music and the church have 
interacted for centuries. Some have even argued a direct line from the 
popular camp meeting tradition to Ichthus to modern festivals such as the 
Cornerstone Festival that started in 1984, TOMfest (1995), HeavenFest 
(2008), Lifest (1999), and the Agape Festival (1977).4 Scholars seem to 
accept that Larry Norman’s 1969 album, Upon This Rock (Capitol Records) 
^HZ[OLÄYZ[*OYPZ[PHUYVJRHSI\TVJJ\YYPUNJVU[LTWVYHULV\ZS`^P[O[OL
growth of Jesus Rock in the late 1960s and 1970s from the Jesus Movement, 
as well as the popular musicals Jesus Christ Superstar (1970) and Godspell 
(1971).5 At the start of this movement, the Ichthus music festival was born 
with an evangelistic emphasis, according to Bob Lyon, “to use the medium 
of young people to reach young people.”6 As sociologists Steck and Howard 
note,
A key component of the evangelistic rationale of 
contemporary Christian music is the tradition of music 
festivals that mark the summer season. With Christian 
bands for the most part lacking access to the tours 
and club circuits that support mainstream musicians, 
the Christian music industry was forced to develop its 
own resources in order to create opportunities for live 
performances. And while churches and coffeehouses 
to some degree replaced the standard clubs and bars, 
it was the summer music festivals that became the focal 
point for CCM’s (contemporary Christian music) live 
performances; here is where audiences and performers 
connect.7
The context of Wilmore in 1970 is also important to the 
development of Ichthus. The cultural turmoil of 1969 had really led to a 
faith crisis in the evangelical streams of the church, which often functioned 
as if it was still the 1940s or 1950s. Even while Wilmore seemed remotely 
isolated from these cultural changes, both Asbury College (now University) 
and Asbury Theological Seminary were feeling the stresses like the rest 
of the country and the need for some type of Christian response was 
increasing. On February 3, the Asbury Revival of 1970 broke out in Hughes 
Auditorium at Asbury College and began to spread around the nation. This 
was one important spiritual response focusing on inner spiritual renewal 
and awakening. Ichthus was an equally spiritual response to the cultural 
context, but focused instead on an outward cultural engagement and 
evangelism, even though it was completely separate from the Revival. As 
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Dr. Steve Seamands, Professor Emeritus of Christian Doctrine at Asbury 
;OLVSVNPJHS:LTPUHY`HUKHWHY[VM[OLÄYZ[0JO[O\ZPU UV[LZ
Even though Ichthus was not directly connected to 
the Asbury Revival, years later I began to realize that it 
probably would have never happened if there hadn’t 
been a revival. The revival created a spirit of openness 
and boldness. There was a passion for evangelism and 
outreach, a desire to witness for Christ, that had emerged 
in the Wilmore community as a result of the revival and 
that created the impetus for Ichthus.8
Those involved with Ichthus at the start note no connection, (and even a bit 
of skepticism about the Revival) and also point out the divisions between 
the College (where the Revival occurred) and the Seminary (where Ichthus 
began) were wide at this time, but it becomes almost impossible to separate 
these two spiritual moves, which are really two almost simultaneous 
spiritual responses to the cultural context of 1969. It is highly likely that 
the Revival triggered enough of a change in the environment of Wilmore 
itself that allowed for Ichthus to emerge, even when no direct connection 
existed. Inner renewal by the Holy Spirit was necessary for outward cultural 
engagement (also a part of the work of the Holy Spirit), and both required 
H ZWPYP[\HS MYLLKVT MYVT [OL [YHKP[PVUHS JVUÄULZ VM H JO\YJO JH\NO[ PU
outdated cultural patterns. This combination of spiritual renewal and social 
engagement has become much of the norm in holistic mission today, but in 
the 1960s and 1970s they remained very separate ideas.
The Ichthus music festival was a groundbreaking effort that helped 
launch contemporary Christian music and provide a working model for its 
future growth, while aiming to contextualize the gospel message for a new 
generation. As Gary Baker, the executive director of Ichthus wrote in 1997,
This ministry was started out of a response to meet the 
needs of the youth of this country who were looking for 
substance in a world in which they had lost faith. In this 
endeavor, Ichthus Ministries has always been a catalyst 
for spiritual and social change in youth, as well as a 
SLHKLYPUMLZ[P]HSTPUPZ[YPLZ0JO[O\ZPZ[OLÄYZ[HUKVSKLZ[
*OYPZ[PHU MLZ[P]HS PU [OL UH[PVU >L ÄUK V\Y NYLH[LZ[
strength in whose we are and who we are as a festival 
ministry. As festivals spring up all over the nation, more 
and more they start out of a mode to entertain rather than 
to minister the gospel. It is to this mission that Ichthus 
has always remained loyal, to present Jesus Christ to the 
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youth who attend the Ichthus festival, that their lives may 
be changed for the glory of God.9
;OPZ^HZHIVSKUL^TPUPZ[Y`MVYP[Z[PTLHUKÄ[[LK[VP[ZJ\S[\YHSJVU[L_[
It challenged traditional ways of doing evangelism and opened doors to 
allow the Holy Spirit to work in the lives of young people impacted by the 
counterculture of the 1960s and 1970s.
 To really understand how the music of the 1960s impacted the 
context in Wilmore, it is important to go back a few years before Ichthus. 
Ed Kilbourne came as a student to Asbury College in 1962 from a well-
known missionary family in Korea.10 He had learned how to play the guitar 
VU [OLTPZZPVUÄLSKZPUJL P[ PZHWVY[HISL^H` [VTHRLT\ZPJHUK [OLYL
wasn’t much else for him to do for entertainment. As a result, he was one of 
the few people on the campus who could play the guitar, and this novelty 
led to groups gathering in the dorms around him and even to informal 
singing on Saturday nights in the semi-circle in front of the administration 
building on Lexington Avenue. They would sing popular folk songs such 
as, “If I had a Hammer,” “Michael Row Your Boat Ashore,” and “Where 
Have All the Flowers Gone,” along with popular works by Pete Seeger and 
Woody Guthrie. As these sing-alongs became more popular with students 
(sometimes even gathering as many as 300 people), Ed was called in to see 
President Z.T. Johnson. The Asbury College president felt that Ed was “out 
of sympathy with the school” and even told him, “You can’t do God’s work 
with the devil’s music.” Johnson encouraged Ed to transfer out of Asbury 
College, but his mother intervened to prevent that from happening. Ed 
continued with his music, even using the Methodist Church in Wilmore to 
record music with Rev. David Seamands’ permission (he was a friend of Ed’s 
father, Dr. Ed Kilbourne, former president of Seoul Theological Seminary 
HUKHU64:TPZZPVUHY`SLHKLY,K»ZÄYZ[HSI\T02UV^>OLYL0»T.VPUN, 
was recorded at the Arthur Smith Studios in Charlotte, North Carolina in 
1964, while still a student. By the time he graduated from Asbury College, 
he was able to hold a small concert in Hughes Auditorium. He went on 
to Asbury Theological Seminary, where he took all of Dr. Gilbert James’ 
classes on the role of the Church in society that he could take. While he 
graduated from the Seminary in 1969, a year before Ichthus, most of the 
LHYS`SLHKLYZYLTLTILY,KJVTPUNIHJR[VWLYMVYTH[[OLÄYZ[0JO[O\Z,K
also recounts leading others at the college in practicing folk music in an 
informal group called “The Villagers,” who helped him work on developing 
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the use of a sound system by sneaking onto the Wilmore campgrounds 
when it was not in use and setting up mock performances on the stage. 
Ed Kilbourne notes that Asbury had created a famous “bubble” of holiness 
PZVSH[PVUI`RLLWPUNV\[V[OLYPUÅ\LUJLZZ\JOHZPU[LYJVSSLNPH[LZWVY[ZI\[
that it was becoming “harder and harder to hold off the world.” He also 
commented that, “it was the music that broke the bubble.” Ed Kilbourne set 
the stage for the introduction of Ichthus as a formal organization.
 It would be easy to dismiss Ed Kilbourne as a typical youthful rebel 
going against the religious authorities in power in Wilmore, but that would 
IL[VVZPTWSPZ[PJ0UÅ\LUJLKI`[OLTPZZPVUÄLSKHUK`L[HSZVPUÅ\LUJLKI`
the events of the culture around him, Ed was (and still is) a gifted musician 
with a progressive theological point of view. Even in the 1960s he was 
creatively “tweaking” popular folk songs to give them a spiritual bent. A 
good example is his reworking of Petula Clark’s 1965 hit, “My Love,” which 
he recorded as “His Love.”
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“My Love”
Petula Clark
(Written by Tony Hatch)
1965
My love is warmer than the warmest sunshine,
Softer than a sigh.
My love is deeper than the deepest ocean,
Wider than the sky.
My love is brighter than the brightest star that shines 
every night above,
And there is nothing in this world that can ever change 
my love.
Something happened to my heart the day that I met you.
Something that I never felt before.
You are always in my mind, no matter what I do,
And everyday it seems that I want you more.
(Chorus)
Once I thought that love was meant for anyone else but me.
Once I thought you’d never come my way.
Now it only goes to show how wrong we all can be,
For now I have to tell you every day.
(Chorus)





His love is warmer than the warmest sunshine,
Softer than a sigh.
His love is deeper than the deepest ocean,
Wider than the sky.
His love is brighter than the brightest star that shines 
every night above,
And there is nothing in this world that can ever change 
His love.
Something happened to my heart the day that You walked in.
Something that I never felt before.
And that something is that He has buried all my sins,
And everyday it seems I love Him more.
(Chorus)
Once I thought that this love was meant for anyone else but me.
Once I thought that no one knew the way.
Now it only goes to show how wrong we all can be,
‘Cause now I have to tell it every day.
(Chorus)
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This type of inventive contextualization, along with his willingness to 
share his knowledge with others at Asbury College and Asbury Theological 
Seminary about folk music, sound systems, and even how to play the guitar, 
was not just foundational- it was crucial to making Ichthus a real possibility, 
even though Ed was not directly connected to the organizing of Ichthus. 
It changed the atmosphere in Wilmore just enough to break the “bubble” 
of isolation and make dramatic change possible. The fact that almost all 
of the early founders of Ichthus pointed to Ed Kilbourne as an important 
PUÅ\LUJLVUS`OPNOSPNO[Z[OLZPNUPÄJHUJLVMOV^VULWLYZVUJHUPUÅ\LUJL
and change entire institutions.
;OLWVZ[LYHUKHK]LY[PZPUNMVY[OL]LY`ÄYZ[0JO[O\ZT\ZPJMLZ[P]HSPU
Wilmore, Kentucky. Held May 9-10, 1970. 
(Image courtesy of Asbury Theological Seminary Archives and Special 
Collections.)
Earty Christians wse f<N"ced to meet secretty. To them the BMily drawn fish became 
an important symbol. IX'eT% (the Greek -word "fish " is pronounced "ik -thoos") 
is compowd of the initial letten in th e Greek. words "Jesus Christ, Son of God, Savior·: 
Each time a fish appeared on a hou se, meeti ng place, or even in the catacombs it stood 
as a silent witness to the Christian faith . No longer do Christia ns meet secretly yet the 
fish remains a vivid symbol depicting the Christian experience. Jesu s Christ. Son of God, 
is Savior in 1970 . Christians seek to proclaim this thr ough every media. Ours is a 
musically orien ted society. IXeTX: 7• moves into that realm with poW81". l)(eTJ: 70 
is a weekeAd of con temporary expnmion of the Christian faith thtough music. =~~.+~,-,icleli-== ,!: =~:~~r::nm~~.=:Uan!t he 
areas. l,.,..E ~ts the best in entertainment with a message. IXG1"'& 70 
offen to you two of mu sic for less than the price of one album . l'XeTE?o is 
a demonstration of the-society of the committed. IX9'1':J: 70 is your thing. Hurry 
and get you r registrat ion fee in . steeping facilities are available and meals may be 





Fo, registration and tickets: Dave Hogue 
For informa tion and publicity : Joh n Park 
SPO 1970 
Wilmore, Kentucky 40390 
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 The story of Ichthus as an actual festival begins in the cafeteria 
of Asbury Theological Seminary one day in mid-March of 1970.11 A group 
on campus called the Christian Service Brotherhood was holding an 
executive meeting with their faculty advisor, Dr. Bob Lyon over breakfast. 
The Christian Service Brotherhood consisted of a very small minority of 
the student population who had a genuine concern for social issues, such 
a racism, the Vietnam War, and poverty. One of them, John Park, had been 
involved with Dr. Gilbert James’ project of taking students to New York 
City in 1969 to work in ministry in urban areas and become more aware 
of urban social problems and needs. While Dr. James was not directly 
involved with Ichthus, his teaching both prior to and after the founding 
VM 0JO[O\Z PUÅ\LUJLKHU\TILYVM Z[\KLU[Z^OV^V\SKIL PU]VS]LK;OL
Christian Service Brotherhood was really very much on the fringe of the 
student body at this time. This meeting in the cafeteria included Dave 
Lewis, the chairman of the Brotherhood, John Park, Peter Emmett, Charlie 
Paxton, and Larry Minner. While Wilmore was very disconnected from 
L]LU[ZPU[OL^PKLYJ\S[\YLYLWVY[ZVM>VVKZ[VJRKLÄUP[LS`OHKKPZ[\YILK
the local community. John Park remembers very clearly when Dr. Lyon 
said, “You know, there ought to be a Christian alternative to Woodstock- 
a place for young people to raise the name of Jesus!” Right there at the 
table, the plan was worked out. John Park even suggested a name for the 
event. During the summer of 1969 when he had been with Dr. James in 
Central Harlem, he and a friend had gone into a small shop and bought a 
ÄZOJYVZZ-VYOPT[OLJYVZZZ[VVKMVY[OLVYPNPUHS\ZLVM[OLÄZOZ`TIVS
in early Christianity as “an announcement, or declaration” of our faith in 
Christ (the Greek letters being an acronym for “Jesus Christ, Son of God, 
Savior”). The group accepted the idea and the name Ichthus was attached 
to the new musical event. Dr. Lyon liked to ask probing questions among 
his students and stimulated ideas about faith and society in his role as a 
professor, and as the faculty advisor of the Christian Service Brotherhood 
he led and supported their work, although indirect support also came from 
Dr. Gilbert James and Dr. Kenneth Kinghorn, who were all relatively new 
faculty at the time, coming in 1965-1966.
 With only six weeks left to hold the event, and with three of the 
group planning to graduate that spring, the plans for the event were made 
quickly and on the spur of the moment. There was no real budget, perhaps 
$300 (and $100 of that was a gift from Dr. James, and the rest appears to 
have come from Dr. Lyon and Dr. Kinghorn), but in short order John Park 
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[VVRV]LY[OLHK]LY[PZPUNZPKLVM[OPUNZKLZPNUPUN[OLÄYZ[WVZ[LYWYPU[PUNP[
off on The Herald printing press on campus on the cheapest brown paper 
stock. Since they didn’t know how to publicize the event so quickly, they 
sent out copies of this advertisement to all the colleges in driving distance 
of Wilmore, sometimes just addressing them to the student body president, 
or sending them to friends they knew on the campuses. They had been 
particularly careful in designing the information to limit the term “rock” 
and to focus on acoustic folk music of the time avoiding the negative 
connotations of the psychedelic music of the late 1960s. Dr. Lyon helped 
arrange the use of the Wilmore campground and provided the leadership 
while the Christian Service Brotherhood divided much of the work among 
themselves.
Musicians were almost all local talent, pretty much anyone who 
could play an instrument and perform. The Christian Service Brotherhood 
used their contacts to pull together the musical acts. While Ed Kilbourne 
had graduated, his brother Kent and his younger cousins Ron and Bill 
4VVYLOHKMVSSV^LKPUOPZMVV[Z[LWZHUKZVTLVM[OLTWLYMVYTLKH[[OLÄYZ[
Ichthus along with Ed. Bill Moore had not only learned from his cousin, but 
from 1967-1968 he had traveled to Europe and Asia with an Asbury College 
group called the New World Singers with Youth for Christ International. As 
with Ed Kilbourne, this College group sang a mix of secular and religious 
music in a folk style “sharing their faith through music.” They had even 
produced an album called >OV>PSS(UZ^LY& with one side containing 
secular music and the other side sacred. Ron and Bill Moore had also put 
out their own album in 1969, entitled Lo and Behold (it is interesting to note 
[OH[,K2PSIV\YUL»ZPUÅ\LUJL^HZZVZ[YVUN[OH[9VU4VVYL^YV[LHZVUN
“Eddie Was a Pioneer” in honor of their cousin). With their experience and 
JVUULJ[PVUZP[^HZWVZZPISL[VW\SS[OLT\ZPJMVY[OLÄYZ[0JO[O\Z[VNL[OLY
As John Park relates with a chuckle, the Christian Service Brotherhood had 
three goals: to see if they could do this, to see how many people would 
JVTLHUK[V[Y`UV[[VILY\UV\[VM[V^U;OLÄYZ[WVZ[LYHUKHK]LY[PZLTLU[
for the festival reads in part,
Ours is a musically oriented society. Ichthus 70 moves 
into that realm with power. Ichthus 70 is a weekend of 
contemporary expression of the Christian faith through 
music. Ichthus 70 provides togetherness for hundreds of 
Christians from colleges across the nation… Ichthus 70 
brings you folk and folk rock groups from many schools 
and areas. Ichthus 70 presents the best in entertainment 
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with a message. Ichthus 70 offers you two days of music 
for less than the price of one album. Ichthus 70 is a 
demonstration of the society of the committed. 
The tickets cost $2.50 if you preregistered ($4.50 with housing) and $4.00 
at the gate. (By 2010, full event tickets were $99.00 and single day tickets 
were $47.00 at the gate.) The performers in 1970 included: The Awakening, 
5L^>VYSK9PJR)VUÄUHUK>PUK:VUN^OPSL+Y)VI3̀ VU^HZ[OLTHPU
teacher.
 ;OLYL KLÄUP[LS` ^HZ JVUJLYU VU JHTW\Z HUK PU [OL [V^U VM
Wilmore, with even a secret meeting held by business owners worried 
about the possibility of drugs, communists, and the hippie counterculture 
JVTPUN[V>PSTVYLI\[[OL*OYPZ[PHU:LY]PJL)YV[OLYOVVKKPKUV[ÄUKV\[
about this until long after the fact (John Park only learned of this in the 
1990s). Also, the Christian Service Brotherhood was not exactly unaware 
of such different positions on social issues. The shootings at Kent State on 
May 4, 1970 of four students at an anti-war rally in Ohio a week before the 
Ichthus festival, led the Christian Service Brotherhood to put up a small table 
on campus covered with a black cloth, with a sign reading simply “Kent 
State” and displaying a cross for each of those killed. The opposition was 
ZVÄLYJL[OL`^LYLMVYJLK[VYLTV]L[OLKPZWSH`I`[OLTPKKSLVM[OLKH ̀
Nevertheless, the group went forward with their plans, painting a simple 
banner on painter’s canvas and hanging it in the tabernacle on the Wilmore 
campground. Students from Asbury Theological Seminary, especially the 
Christian Service Brotherhood, worked that festival and eventually many 
volunteers would follow, most coming from Asbury College and Asbury 
Theological Seminary as the festival became more accepted. From those 
picking up trash and providing stage security to those serving in prayer tents 
HUK^VYRPUNJVUJLZZPVUZ[HUKZ[OLYL^LYLTHU`YVSLZ[VILÄSSLKV]LY[OL
years. 
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The idea that music is a key part of identity formation among young people 
is part of what made Ichthus a successful vehicle for communicating the 
gospel from 1970 to 2012. 
(Image courtesy of Asbury Theological Seminary Archives and Special 
Collections.)
 On May 9-10, 1970, [OLÄYZ[ 0JO[O\ZT\ZPJ MLZ[P]HS^HZOLSKH[
the Wilmore campground in Wilmore, Kentucky. The Wilmore campground 
was a site for traditional Holiness camp meetings, which continued to be 
held at the site until 2015 after 125 years of service (currently it is the home 
VM(K]LU[\YL:LY]L4PUPZ[YPLZ([ÄYZ[ [OLYL ZLLTLK [VIL SP[[SLWYVISLT
with using the campground, since no one knew what Ichthus really was 
about. Over the next few years increased concern did arise due to the “loud 
music and long hair” of the counterculture, according to Dr. Seamands, 
but several voices of older leaders including J. C. McPheeters and Rev. 
David Seamands, who were on the Wilmore campground board, supported 
the festival. E. A. Seamands (known as “Tata”), a veteran missionary from 
India, would attend Ichthus and tell his grandson, “This is not my kind of 
music, but if it’s reaching these kids, why not?” Dr. Bill Moore recalls seeing 
“Tata” Seamands dancing alongside the stage at one of the early festivals. 
Steve Moore, the program director from 1973-1976 even remembers “Tata” 
Seamands speaking from the stage about his time in India. Gradually 
Ichthus would win over those most concerned with the festival as it brought 
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LJVUVTPJILULÄ[Z[VSVJHSTLYJOHU[ZLUJV\YHNLKYLJY\P[TLU[MVY(ZI\Y`
College, and provided a stable rent income for the Wilmore campground. 
 1VOU7HYRHSZVYLSH[LZOV^[OL]LY`ÄYZ[0JO[O\ZKYL^HIV\[
to 350 people. Because there was not much contemporary Christian music 
written at this time, and they did not want to have a simple hymn sing or 
focus on Southern Gospel music, many of the performers played and sang 
ZLJ\SHYMVSRT\ZPJVU[OLÄYZ[UPNO[VM[OLMLZ[P]HS;OLNYV\WOHKWSHUULKH
worship service for Sunday morning to help emphasize the Christian nature 
of the event. One event especially remained strong in John Park’s memory. 
A young lady playing an acoustic guitar and singing in the style of Joan 
Baez had performed on Saturday night and someone had criticized her for 
not playing enough “Jesus music,” so she asked to sing again on Sunday and 
performed a beautiful folk version of the hymn “I’d Rather Have Jesus.” Park 
notes that the memory still remains of this young lady singing as one of his 
most powerful moments of the festival,
I’d rather have Jesus than silver or gold.
I’d rather be his than have riches untold.
I’d rather have Jesus than houses or land.
Yes, I’d rather be led by his nail pierced hands,
Than to be the king of a vast domain and be held by sin’s dread sway.
I’d rather have Jesus than anything this world affords today.12
Larry Minner, one of the original founders, recalls how some funds were 
used to buy bread and cold cuts and make sandwiches to feed the crowd. 
He even laughs as he notes that some of the musicians also helped make 
egg salad and cold cut sandwiches to pass out to the hungry attendees. 
Minner notes, “We weren’t trying to be different, just have fun with our 
friends!” Dr. Bill Moore remembers how Seminary wives were involved in 
preparing food and how his wife had to make ten pounds of potato salad 
for the event!
 ;OPZÄYZ[0JO[O\Z̂ HZTLHU[[VILHVUL[PTLL]LU[HJV\U[LYWYV[LZ[
[V>VVKZ[VJR;OL*OYPZ[PHU :LY]PJL)YV[OLYOVVK^HZÄYZ[ HUK MVYLTVZ[
focused on responding to Woodstock, and while Ed Kilbourne and the 
Asbury Revival of 1970 probably both paved the way for Ichthus in terms of 
the overall environment in Wilmore, neither was a part of their conscious 
decision in organizing the event. As the Christian Service Brotherhood 
gathered at Dr. Lyon’s house for a cookout to celebrate the success of their 
endeavor, Dr. Lyon had hung their canvas banner up at his house. The group 
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was excited about the turnout and how well everything had gone, when 
someone said, “Why don’t we do this again next year?” Until this time no 
one had really considered this possibility, but at that moment the idea of an 
annual music festival was born. Minner also added that he thought there 
^HZZVTLHKKP[PVUHSTVUL`SLM[V]LYMYVT[OLZ\JJLZZVM[OLÄYZ[MLZ[P]HS
and so they thought to spend that the next year. John Park wasn’t even sure 
they broke even.
Dr. Jack Harnish,13 who was the program chair for 1971 and the 
general Ichthus chair for 1972 noted that the early years of Ichthus were 
a bit “haphazard,” but soon became organized. The festivals of 1970 and 
1971 were rather small in number (with attendance in the 100s to maybe 
1,000) and took place in the tabernacle on the Wilmore campground as 
attendees were housed in the campground dormitories. Musicians were 
primarily chosen locally or based on “what we could afford” since there 
was no outside funding except from ticket sales. While the Seminary 
student body was generally supportive, there was still a lot of concern in the 
community. Members of the Wilmore campground’s board were worried 
about potential damage to the trees or buildings, local people roped off 
their lawns to keep people from walking on the grass, and even Asbury 
College would not extend their curfew to allow students to attend. At the 
time, the major concerns at Asbury College were “the length of the men’s 
hair and the women’s skirts,” while at Asbury Theological Seminary there 
was only a small minority of the student population that protested the 
Vietnam War and challenged assumptions on campus. Primarily the entire 
Ichthus event was student led and organized with limited faculty support 
and encouragement, although Dr. Lyon remains as the primary person 
behind the idea and was on the board of directors throughout the 1970s.
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Part of the poster and advertising for the third Ichthus music festival in 
Wilmore, Kentucky. Held April 28-29, 1972. 
(Image courtesy of Asbury Theological Seminary Archives and Special 
Collections.)
By the third year in 1972, registrations began to come in and the 
ÅLKNSPUN MLZ[P]HSVYNHUPaLYZ NH]L\WVU [OL PKLHVMOV\ZPUN [OLNYV^PUN
numbers, turning to tents and camping instead. Dr. Jim Garlow14 was the 
program director for 1972 and he led the idea for the festival to be moved 
V\[VM[OL[HILYUHJSLPU[V[OLÄLSKILOPUK[OL>PSTVYLJHTWNYV\UK^OLYL
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HÅH[ILK[YHPSLYZLY]LKHZHZ[HNLMVYHYV\UK[VH[[LUKLLZ+Y
Seamands estimates closer to 2,500). Dr. Harnish suggests that this growth 
could be traced to Asbury Seminary graduates who brought their youth 
groups to the festival after graduating. He did the same, bringing his youth 
groups from the hills of Pennsylvania for a number of years afterward, 
where Ichthus often became a spiritual highpoint for many of the youth. 
Dr. Garlow agrees with this assessment calling it a “built-in success factor,” 
as increasing numbers of Seminary graduates returned with youth for an 
informal home-coming each summer. Ed Kilbourne noted that even Asbury 
College had to embrace Ichthus, as the festival became “an incredible tool” 
for publicity, drawing in students for the College who had attended Ichthus 
HZ`V\UN[LLUZ:\JO^HZ[OLPUÅ\LUJLVM[OLLTLYNPUNT\ZPJMLZ[P]HS[OH[
it helped put Asbury College on the map.
Dr. Jim Garlow, who had some experience in performing with 
his mother and brother in Kansas before coming to Asbury Theological 
Seminary, remembers visiting the work of George Dooms and his youth 
ministry in Evanston, Indiana (which has held an inside concert event 
called Faith Festival since 1970) to help use his experience with Youth 
MVY *OYPZ[ [V ÄUK T\ZPJ NYV\WZ MVY 0JO[O\Z +Y .HYSV^ HSZV THUHNLK
to secure funds from an older businessman in the community to fund a 
ÄSTJYL^[VÄSTZVTLVM[OL 0JO[O\ZJVUJLY[;OPZÄST[P[SLK¸6UL
Way, Jesus Way” was about 25 minutes and was sent out to local colleges 
and churches to promote Ichthus. Dr. Garlow remembers meeting with 
Seminary President Frank B. Stanger along with Jim Harnish (Dr. Harnish’s 
twin brother) to negotiate some of the tensions and concerns over Ichthus’ 
growing popularity. It was the elderly “Tata” Seamands who came to the 




returned to Ichthus as the Master of Ceremonies for 1973 and 1974. Dr. 
Garlow also relates the story of how his brother had died in an airplane 
crash in April of 1974, and then a month later he needed to stand on 
stage and speak to the crowds throughout Ichthus. He tells how he made 
it through the entire festival until the very end, when Andraé Crouch and 
the Disciples ended their performance with “It Won’t Be Long.” Through 
his tears, Dr. Garlow told the crowd about the death of his brother and 
how it had affected him, and Andraé Crouch right then and there, sat down 
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and wrote a song about Jesus coming back for us. The entire event was a 
powerful moment in his life and also impacted many of those in attendance 
who heard the testimony.
In 1973 Rev. Travis Hutchison was the General Chair of Ichthus, 
and with a background in business and experience from working his 
family’s ranch in the Dakotas, he brought more organization to the Ichthus 
experience. Since he was also eight years older than most of the others 
and had helped with publicity in an informal way in 1972, he understood 
some of the unique challenges of the festival. He created multiple teams to 
oversee different parts of the festival including people in charge of tickets, 
[YHMÄJ [OL [LU[ JP[ ̀ HUK H MVYTLY TPSP[HY` TLTILY [V W\[ PU JOHYNL VM
security. While he attended a couple of meetings with Seminary President 
Frank B. Stanger to convince him that they were not “hippies from Mars,” 
he had good success from having participated earlier in one of Stanger’s 
voluntary groups on healing prayer at the Seminary. He recalls the Wilmore 
campmeeting board as a bigger challenge. There were concerns about 
feeding the crowds (there ended up being about 4,800 people present 
based on ticket sales that year), which he handled by hiring a food service 
company to set up long tables with sandwiches and McDonalds for Sunday 
lunch. Another concern he remembered had to do with possible sexual 
promiscuity on the grounds. Travis laughs when he remembers that John 
Fitch (of Fitch’s IGA) stood up on their behalf and told the board about the 
former soldier who would be leading security and ended saying, “there 
won’t be any more babies conceived here than in the campmeeting days!” 
One of Travis’ major concerns was to leave enough funds to help support 
the following year, and because of his work Ichthus in 1973 was able to 
bring in more well-known groups.
Steve Moore had been a high school senior in 1971 and a part of 
Jim Garlow’s youth group. He was so impressed by the experience he had 
as a youth at Ichthus that he chose to attend Asbury College as a result. 
While a college student, Steve became the program director of Ichthus 
from 1973 to 1976. He notes that his approach to choosing the musicians 
was “to get the best people you can and turn them loose.” Steve worked 
with Andraé Crouch and the Disciples as well as the Archers, and Earthen 
Vessel. He remembers when bad weather was threatening to break up 
the performance early in either 1973 or 1974 that Andraé Crouch turned 
around on the piano stool while Steve was discussing what to do with 
Jim Garlow and remarked, “Well, they’re going to get wet anyway!” He 
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also reminisced about how Andraé Crouch was following a group singing 
songs from Jesus Christ Superstar, when he addressed the audience with, 
“Well folks, I gotta tell you, Jesus is more than a superstar to ole’ Andraé!” 
While sometimes criticized for spending too much money, Steve Moore 
was responsible for setting a pattern of inviting headliners who could help 
draw a crowd. Yet, it wasn’t just about popularity. Steve also remembers in 
1976 how the Holy Spirit moved at the invitation given by Bill Glass, the 
speaker at the time, when the counselors were overwhelmed by the young 
people who responded. They were “no longer one-on-one but more like 
VULVUÄ]LVYZP_¹
Andraé Crouch, one of the more memorable musicians performing at 
Ichthus in the early 1970s. 
(Image courtesy of Asbury Theological Seminary Archives and Special 
Collections.)
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0UYLÅLJ[PUNVUOPZPU]VS]LTLU[^P[O0JO[O\Z+Y/HYUPZOUV[LK
that his biggest takeaway was “learning as a pastor to think creatively. What 
if we tried this? - Not being afraid to take a risk.” Dr. Garlow noted that 
it was “impossible to calculate the spiritual impact” of Ichthus. Dr. Bill 
4VVYLKLÄULKP[HZH¸WP]V[HSZWPYP[\HSL_WLYPLUJL¹MVY[OL`V\UNWLVWSL
who attended. Steve Moore agrees that his time with Ichthus was spiritually 
meaningful and he remembers the musicians as “phenomenal people.” 
;YH]PZ /\[JOPZVU YLÅLJ[Z IHJR VU [OL PTWHJ[ VM 0JO[O\Z I` YLSH[PUN [OL
story of a Jack Daniels whiskey bottle found during the cleanup, which he 
still treasures as one of his prized possessions. Inside the bottle was a note 
indicating that the young people who brought the bottle had come to drink 
and party, but had found the Holy Spirit instead and no longer needed 
the whiskey they brought. By 1996 the event recorded 14,000 people in 
attendance and almost 1,000 people who committed their lives to Christ 
that year alone. There were around 20,000 people present in 2004 before 
the festival moved to a later date in the year.
9LÅLJ[PUNVUOV^0JO[O\Z^HZZ[HY[LKP[PZOHYK[VWPUKV^UHU`
one factor. Rather it was a perfect symphony of events led by the Holy 
Spirit. Ichthus would never have happened without the musical skill, 
leadership, and cultural challenge brought by Ed Kilbourne to Wilmore. 
It never would have happened without the earnest concern of Seminary 
students for reaching out to their generation in a culturally relevant way 
despite opposition. It never would have happened without the leadership, 
ÄUHUJPHS Z\WWVY[ HUK LUJV\YHNLTLU[ VM `V\UN MHJ\S[` TLTILYZ SPRL
Dr. Robert Lyon, Dr. Gilbert James, and Dr. Kenneth Kinghorn at Asbury 
Theological Seminary. It never would have happened without the support 
of local businessmen like John Fitch. It never would have happened without 
key religious leaders such as “Tata” Seamands, David Seamands, and even 
Frank Stanger being willing to have a vision for something different. And it 
never would have happened without the Holy Spirit paving the way with 
both the Asbury Revival and a genuine concern for social needs.
 Music, of course, remained the primary draw that brought young 
people to the Ichthus festival. A wide range of artists were typically chosen, 
from the more popular contemporary acts to more avant guarde and cutting-
edge musicians. While a general trend can be seen in moving from folk 
music styles and gospel music to contemporary Christian rock to Christian 
rap, punk, grunge, and even Goth and heavy metal, the entire range of 
Christian music was represented. Steve Moore laughs as he notes, “We just 
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called it Jesus music!” While Ed Kilbourne remains critical of contemporary 
Christian music for creating a new “bubble” that isolates Christians from 
the serious social and political concerns of the outside world, which were 
often addressed by the folk music genre, Ichthus festivals would headline 
the music of many well-known groups including:
 
Crimson Bridge (1972)
Andraé Crouch (1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1995)
The Imperials (1976, 1988, 1990, 1991)
Ken Medema (1977)
Honeytree (1978)
Andrus, Blackwood, and Company (1978, 1979, 1980, 1984)
Jessy Dixon (1980, 1981)
Joe English Band (1982, 1983)
Petra (1983, 1991, 1996)
Benny Hester (1983)
Phil Keaggy (1984, 1989, 1996)
Larry Norman (1984, 1985, 1993)
Michael Card (1984, 1988)
Altar Boys (1985, 1987, 1988, 1990, 1991, 1993)
Crumbächer (1986)
White Heart (1986, 1988, 1990, 1993, 1994, 1996)
Servant (1986, 1988)
Steven Curtis Chapman (1988, 1989, 1992, 1995)
David and the Giants (1988)
Rich Mullins (1990, 1996)
DC Talk (1990, 1992, 1994)
Newsboys (1990, 1991, 1995, 1997, 1999, 2001, 2004, 2007, 
2010)
Michael Peace (1990)
The Choir (1992, 1993, 1996)
Hoi Polloi (1993, 1995, 1996)
Michael W. Smith (1994)
Audio Adrenaline (1994, 1995)
Out of Eden (1996)
MXPX (1996, 2008)
Jars of Clay (1997, 2000, 2007)
Caedmon’s Call (1997)
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CeCe Winans (1997) 
Rebecca St. James (1997)
Third Day (1997, 2004, 2007)
Skillet (1998, 1999, 2000, 2005, 2008, 2009, 2011)
Delirious? (2001, 2003, 2006)
TobyMac (2006, 2010, 2012)
Casting Crowns (2006, 2008) 
David Crowder Band (2006, 2007, 2008)
Family Force 5 (2007, 2008)
Superchick (2010, 2011)
Switchfoot (2012) 
In 1981 Jessy Dixon headlined the Ichthus Music Festival. 
(Image courtesy of Asbury Theological Seminary Archives and Special 
Collections.)
However, Ichthus organizers also sought to bring in Christian teachers to 
preach, teach, and evangelize during the course of the festival. Teachers 
would include: Don Wilkerson (1973), Tom Skinner (1974, 1979), Bill 
Glass (1976), Josh McDowell (1980, 1989), Steve Camp (1981, 1984), 
Tony Campolo (1983), Coach Floyd Eby (1986) along with many names 
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of Asbury College and Asbury Theological Seminary professors. Sometime 
about 1973 when Dr. Lyon went on sabbatical, Dr. John Oswalt was asked 
to be the faculty representative on the committee. Somewhere about this 
same time, organizers noticed there were empty spots in the program as the 
musical groups were changing and setting up. As Dr. Oswalt15 remembers, 
¸ZV[OL`HZRLKTLPM0JV\SKKVZVTLTPU\[L[HSRZ[VÄSS[OVZLZWV[Z
Daunting to think of speaking to thousands of milling teenagers! But I 
ZHPK`LZHUKKPKMV\YVYÄ]LVM [OLZLLHJO`LHYMVY [OYLL`LHYZ 0HS^H`Z
wondered if I was connecting with anyone in all the hubbub. However, 
there have been a few occasions when someone has reminded me of 
something I said during one of those times, so apparently there was some 
JVUULJ[PVU¹+Y6Z^HS[HSZVUV[LK[OH[[OLYL^HZHKLÄUP[LJVUJLYU[OH[
entertainment might become the driving force of the festival and so sessions 
were created to address particular topics, often each having its own tent 
and being presented a number of times during the festival with seminary 
Z[\KLU[Z HZ [LHJOLYZ :[L]L 4VVYL KLÄUP[LS` YLJHSSZ +Y 6Z^HS[ HUK OPZ
“incredibly powerful teaching vignettes” as well as his strong support for 
Ichthus as important moments of his own time with Ichthus.
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Dr. John Oswalt of Asbury Theological Seminary teaching from the stage at 
the Ichthus Music Festival in the 1970’s during one of his sessions between 
performances. 
(Image courtesy of Asbury Theological Seminary Archives and Special 
Collections.)
 One of the earlier performers who made a serious impact was 
(UKYHt*YV\JO>OPSLOLWLYMVYTLKH[SLHZ[Ä]L[PTLZH[0JO[O\ZWYPTHYPS`
PU[OL ZOPZPUÅ\LUJL^HZ^PKLZWYLHK+Y:[L]L:LHTHUKZ^OV^HZ
an associate pastor at a United Methodist Church in New Jersey in 1974, 
brought his youth group to Ichthus. As he relates,
Saturday night, during the last few hours of the 
festival something happened that I’ll never (forget). 
Andraé Crouch and the Disciples were singing and 
leading the crowd of about 5,000 in worship. Our youth 
were sitting together as a group on the hillside.
All of a sudden, many of our youth were crying and 
hugging each other. I looked at the people sitting around 
our youth group and they seemed to be unaffected. They 
were just listening to the music.
0^HZZVTL^OH[ZRLW[PJHSH[ÄYZ[¸0Z[OPZQ\Z[[LLUHNL
emotionalism brought on by several days of sleep 
deprivation?” I wondered. I suspect some of that was 
a part of it, but it didn’t take me long to realize that 
something profoundly real had happened to our group. 
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It was as if the Holy Spirit, the very presence of God had 
fallen upon our youth group.
As a result, I took a revival back to New Jersey with 
me. On the trip back, the youth would spontaneously 
break into singing on the bus. I especially remember 
them singing the words from one of Andraé Crouch’s 
songs: “Jesus is the answer to the world today. Above 
him there’s no other. Jesus is the way!”
The following Sunday evening when the youth 
shared what had happened to them at Ichthus, the 
presence and power of God was there. Youth who hadn’t 
been able to go to Ichthus were deeply touched. For the 
next six months incredible things happened in the life of 
the church. Lives were transformed. Many young adults 
came to know Christ. What had happened at Ichthus 
had a leavening effect on the whole church.
Dr. Seamands also notes that several of these youth felt called into ministry 
and a number continued on to Christian colleges including Asbury College 
and Asbury Theological Seminary.
 
Andraé Crouch and the Disciples, often referred to as the “father of 
modern gospel music,” performing at Ichthus in the early 1970s. 
(Image courtesy of Asbury Theological Seminary Archives and Special 
Collections.)
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 However, the youth in Dr. Seamands’ youth group were not 
isolated in this experience. Tanya Goodman Sykes (of the Happy Goodman 
Family, a well-known Southern Gospel group) wrote at Andraé Crouch’s 
passing in 2015,
I can still remember how the rain felt on my skin that 
day. I was 15 years old, and my friends and I had driven 
to Wilmore, Kentucky, to attend the Ichthus Festival 
at Asbury College. We were beyond thrilled because 
Andraé Crouch and the Disciples were headlining that 
year. There was a steady drizzle the entire drive up, and 
just before Andraé took the stage, it gave way to heavy 
rain, but it didn’t dampen my enthusiasm. There was a 
palpable sense of excitement in the air that day as an 
entire hillside of dripping wet, mostly teenagers sang 
along- “Jesus is the answer for the world today…” Truly, 
I have never experienced anything quite like it before or 
since. And I certainly have never stood in the pouring 
rain to hear anyone else.16
 Travis Hutchison recalls one Saturday evening when 
Andraé Crouch was preforming and Travis was standing on the 
stage looking out over the crowd and the “raptured” look on their 
faces as the Spirit was really working. Suddenly he noticed in 
different parts of the crowd several groups of 7-15 people who 
seemed to fall down suddenly to the ground, and into his mind 
came the thought, “this is the dancing hand of God” and he really 
understood that God could do anything with his life. Dr. Jack 
Harnish, also remembered the passing of Andraé Crouch in 2015 
writing,
The highlight of the weekend was a performance by 
Andraé Crouch and the Disciples. If the whole notion 
of a folk-rock festival was a bit shocking for the town 
of Wilmore, the fact that the headliner was an African 
American was even more controversial. But once he 
took the stage, no one could question his spirit and his 
gift… I remember him closing the festival that weekend 
with, “It won’t be long, soon we’ll be leavin’ here; it 
won’t be long, we’ll be goin’ home.”17
By 1998, the Wilmore campground was becoming too small of 
a venue for this growing musical event, so a 111-acre site, known at the 
Ichthus Farm (now called Servant Heart Farm) was purchased and became 
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the site of the festival from 1999 till 2012. The space allowed for more 
stages, bigger venues, and more room for campers. After the move to the 
new location, the festival had six stages including: The Main Stage, The 
Deep End, The Edge, two separate Indie Stages, and The Galleria Stage. 
;OPZYLÅLJ[ZIV[O[OLNYV^[OVM[OLMLZ[P]HSI\[HSZV[OLKP]LYZP[`[OH[OHK
occurred in contemporary Christian music.
Camping at Ichthus and dealing with the unpredictable weather was part 
of the Ichthus experience. 
(Image courtesy of Asbury Theological Seminary Archives and Special 
Collections.)
Ichthus was also well known for the amount of rain it seemed 
to attract. Originally held in early May or late April, (which allowed the 
festival to make use of a large number of volunteers from Asbury College 
and Asbury Theological Seminary before the summer break in classes) by 
2006 the organizers decided to move the festival to mid-June. Part of this 
move was due to the weather in 2005. Choosing the rather unfortunate 
theme of “Let it Rain,” did nothing to help matters. As one reviewer noted 
on the Friday afternoon,
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Then, the theme of Ichthus 2005, “Let it Rain,” 
manifested itself. Only it did not just rain, it poured. A 
tornado warning forced campers to evacuate and take 
shelter in their vehicles. Cassie and I struggled against the 
wind and the rain to take down our tent. After the storm 
blew over, I was very dismayed to hear the rest of the 
concerts for the evening had been canceled… Saturday, 
the weather got even stranger. The gravel on the roads 
helped make them less muddy than last year, but there 
was still quite a bit of mud. It was also unusually cold… 
We had hoped to see Day of Fire during the afternoon, 
but we could not stand the cold. As we were leaving 
the Extol concert, the unthinkable occurred. It began to 
snow. I have seen wild weather at Ichthus over the years, 
but I never expected to see snow.18
In 2004, the rain was so bad it shut down the road system on the Ichthus 
Farm, and as a result paved and gravel roads were added. Another writer 
noted, “The problem with rain started in 1983, a year that became known 
as the ‘rain year’ or ‘Mudthus.’ However, it rained even harder at the 2002 
festival. Last year (2005) set the record for the coldest temperatures.”19
In 1992 DC Talk and Steven Curtis Chapman both performed at the 
festival with the theme “Rock Solid” demonstrating some of the rapid 
KP]LYZPÄJH[PVUVMJVU[LTWVYHY`*OYPZ[PHUT\ZPJ[OH[^HZKL]LSVWPUN
(Image courtesy of Asbury Theological Seminary Archives and Special 
Collections.)
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Christopher Jackson, a Lutheran pastor from Lexington, attended 
the 2007, 2008, and 2009 festivals with his youth group. He notes that 
Ichthus in 2009 attracted around 14,000 people and the festival reported 
ÄYZ[[PTLJVTTP[TLU[Z[V*OYPZ[/LKLZJYPILZ[OLH[TVZWOLYLHUK[OL
concert itself,
The concert area is a huge, fenced in compound on 
a hill above the campground. Inside the gate you pass 
two side stages that host bands outside the mainstream 
of Contemporary Christian Music, bands that either 
haven’t “made it” yet or offer musical styles that are less 
popular than those on the main stage. Most offer either 
heavy metal or punk rock. Some bands are more artsy- 
one stage even featured two violinists- and some defy 
categorization, like the Psalters, a group of bohemian 
acoustic musicians who mix such elements as Eastern 
European melodies, African drumbeats, and the Sanctus 
into their music.
The side stages also host breakout sessions, when 
concerts and other activities cease so that festival-
goers can hear presenters. In recent years these have 
included Shaine Claiborne, Matthew Sleeth, M.D., 
Dr. Devin Brown of Asbury Seminary [actually Asbury 
University not Seminary], and XXX-church, a ministry 
aimed at preventing and freeing people from the use of 
pornography.
A little farther in are prayer tents, a Compassion 
International booth where you can sponsor a needy child, 
and the merchandise tent with an energy and feel all its 
own due to the eclectic mix of vendors. Every band sets 
up a table where they meet fans and hawk CDs, posters 
and T-shirts. Some vendors sell “Jesus Junk”- buttons, 
bobble-heads of biblical characters, and apparel. T-shirts 
reading “It’s a relationship, not a religion” are popular…
7HZ[[OLTLYJOHUKPZL[LU[Z`V\ÄUHSS`LUJV\U[LY[OL
main stage, a massive steel and cement structure, with 
huge speakers and video screens. This is where popular, 
commercially successful groups play, artists like David 
Crowder, Skillet, Toby Mac, Grits, and Family Force 5.20
While Jackson clearly admired many aspects of the festival, as a traditional 
Lutheran pastor he also was a bit skeptical about the clothing, tattoos, Mosh 
pits, and loud music!
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Vendors often sold T-shirts and other faith-related items during the Ichthus 
festival, like this vendor in front of Sims Drugstore on Main Street Wilmore. 
(Image courtesy of Asbury Theological Seminary Archives and Special 
Collections.)
No matter what people thought of the festival itself, Ichthus had 
a major impact on young people’s lives. And some of those lives continue 
to have an impact. In an article in Charisma magazine Leslie Montgomery 
tells the story of how United States Vice President Mike Pence found Christ. 
A key part is detailed when she writes,
A few weeks later, (Mike) Stevens (a fraternity brother 
from college) invited Pence to attend the annual Ichthus 
Christian music festival in Wilmore, Kentucky. It was 
there that Pence’s life was transformed.
“I heard lots of great singing, and I heard lots of 
wonderful preaching,” Pence says, “On Saturday night 
B^OPSLD ZP[[PUN PU H SPNO[ YHPU¯T`OLHY[ YLHSS`ÄUHSS`
broke with a deep realization [that] what had happened 
VU[OLJYVZZPUZVTLPUÄUP[LZPTHS^H ̀OHKOHWWLULK
for me. And I gave my life and made a personal decision 
to trust Jesus Christ as my Savior.”21 
The 1978 Ichthus festival at which Vice President Pence committed his life 
to Christ was held April 28-29, 1978, where much of the teaching was by 
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Bob Laurent, and the performers included: Honeytree, Andrus, Blackwood 
and Company, Good News Circle, Pat Terry Group, New Hope, and Selah. 
In an interview with Rev. Chip DeWitt, who served as the General Chair 
of the 1978 festival, he shared how as a newlywed senior at the Seminary 
he and his wife were asked to lead the 1978 festival. Many people advised 
him against this because of all the work involved and because he was 
just newly married, but they decided to take on the task. As Chip and his 
wife, Marge were preparing for the festival, it began raining and they felt 
concerned that the rain might be a problem, and so the couple walked 
around the grounds and prayed that God would not let the rain prevent the 
important work that needed to happen. Little did they know the future Vice 
President of the United States would be there. At the urging of people in his 
church, Rev. DeWitt shared the story in a letter with Vice President Pence, 
and they received not only a personal letter in response, but also a private 
meeting with the Vice President in Jacksonville, Florida. In the letter from 
Vice President Pence dated July 10, 2020, he wrote, “I thank God every day 
for that rainy night in Wilmore. Now I know who else to thank.”
 With the last Ichthus festival in 2012, it might be useful to think 
about why the festival ended. Mark Vermillion was called in as a consultant 
in 2008-2009 and then served as the CEO of Ichthus from 2010-2012.22 
He notes that there were a number of key factors that led to the end of 
the Ichthus festival. While attendance had dropped from its peak in 1999 
and 2000, this was not really the deciding factor. The move of date from 
(WYPS4H`[VTPK1\ULHSZVOHKHUPTWHJ[;OLSH[LYKH[LJVUÅPJ[LK^P[O
other music festivals and various summer events. As Vermillion notes there 
was very little going on in April in terms of youth activities like prom, 
graduation, or even major sports events, but while the move to June was 
great from a weather perspective, Ichthus suddenly found itself competing 
with summer camps and other activities. The change in date certainly 
impacted the number of volunteers Ichthus could count on from Asbury 
College (University) and Asbury Theological Seminary for working the 
festival, so that important connection was also minimized. The mortgage 
on the festival site was also a heavy burden, which Ichthus was not able 
to get out from under. Although as Vermillion points out, Ichthus was also 
committed to giving large amounts of money raised to help other ministries 
and still kept that focus even when they could have used the money for their 
own costs. In addition to the mortgage on the property, the costs of upkeep 
and liability continued to create a situation where the festival started each 
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year needing to make a sizeable amount before it could even begin work to 
break even. 
Yet beyond the unique challenges that Ichthus faced, there 
were other factors that played a larger role. Realities that were true not 
just for Ichthus, but for all other Christian music festivals and may help 
account for a decline in the entire genre. The Cornerstone Festival ended 
in 2012, TOMfest in 2009, HeavenFest in 2016, and the Agape Festival in 
2013, so Ichthus was not alone in ending its ministry in this time period. 
Vermillion points out that changes in youth culture led to a decline in 
interest in camping or “roughing it” (especially among youth pastors) and 
an increased interest in luxury camp or hotel experiences. While Ichthus 
YLZWVUKLK[V[OPZ^P[OZPUNSLKH`WHZZLZ[OH[NYV\WLKHY[PZ[ZMYVTZWLJPÄJ
genres on the same day, Vermillion responds, “it was too little, too late.” 
However, it is also interesting to note that the same type of trend was being 
noticed in secular music festivals as well. Large-scale traditional festivals 
were aimed at die-hard fans, but crowds, rising prices, the increasing age of 
those attending (along with an increased desire for comfort over camping 
and mud), and venue problems led to an increase in smaller, more niche-
focused secular festivals during the same time period.23
Given the shift away from Christian music festivals in the early 
2010s bigger possible factors are changes in the music industry and in music 
technology. If Steck and Howard were correct, part of the importance of 
contemporary Christian music festivals was the ability of various Christian 
musicians to connect with fans outside of occasional performances at 
churches and coffee houses, since other avenues were closed to them (such 
as bars and clubs). Music distribution changed drastically with the iTunes 
Music Store in 2003, Amazon Music in 2007, and Spotify in 2008 bringing 
the music world into a digital age (this legal use of digital music followed 
the earlier free exchange of music through Napster and other peer-to-peer 
UL[^VYRZ;OPZSLK[VHUL]LUNYLH[LYKP]LYZPÄJH[PVUVMT\ZPJPU[VZWLJPÄJ
UPJOLTHYRL[Z̂ OPSLH[[OLZHTL[PTLSLHKPUN[VHSVZZPUWYVÄ[ZMVY[OLT\ZPJ
recording industry. It so happened that 2012 (the last year of Ichthus) was 
HSZV[OLÄYZ[`LHYKPNP[HST\ZPJZHSLZV\[WHJLKWO`ZPJHSZHSLZ24 The greater 
ease of accessing music by mobile devices and smartphones also changed 
the way fans interacted with music. Musicians increasingly connected to 
their fan base through social media and the Internet, and as this happened 
the importance of the concert experience, and especially the music festival 
experience became less essential for contemporary Christian music. Mark 
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Vermillion adds weight to this argument. He notes that digital sales of $0.99 
singles through iTunes drastically reduced the sales of albums. This meant 
that recording artists needed to make up for lost revenue through increased 
touring schedules. The market became oversaturated and artists sought to 
charge more for preforming at festivals outside of their touring schedule. All 
of this led to greater costs at the same time that attendance was slipping. 
Vermillion also points out that there were very few big headliners in 
contemporary Christian music and so this led to hiring the same six or 
seven groups each year and this in turn affected creativity.
Vermillion recalls that he and others were becoming increasingly 
disappointed in how “’Christian’ became a marketing label.” He noticed 
how more “Christian” groups were being formed as a business approach, 
while genuine people of faith in other genres were excluded. He feels this 
same disillusionment about the contemporary Christian music industry 
was also growing among Millennials. Ichthus attempted to solve some 
of this concern with the Galleria stage, which tended to promote singer-
songwriters (often acoustic or unplugged) who had publicly declared their 
faith, but were part of more secular genres of music. Millennials, like Ed 
Kilbourne and others involved in the folk music scene of the 1960s, felt 
that secular music could effectively convey spiritual truth without being 
ZWLJPÄJHSS`SHILSLKHZ¸*OYPZ[PHU¹HUKZLWHYH[LKV\[MYVTV[OLYT\ZPJPHUZ
In some ways, Christian music had come full circle at the Ichthus festival. 
As Mark Vermillion laments, “We couldn’t be ‘Christian’ enough for some, 
but for others we were too ‘Christian.’”
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No matter what people may think of the music or the festival itself as a 
contextualized way to do evangelism, it cannot be denied that Ichthus 
KLÄUP[LS`OHKHUPTWHJ[VUTHU``V\UNWLVWSL»ZSP]LZ
(Image courtesy of Asbury Theological Seminary Archives and Special 
Collections.)
 
 The truth is that album sales, tours, or music festivals no longer 
drive Christian music. The industry has changed along with the technology 
that drove the changes. In a 2015 article by James Rickman, Josh Caterer, a 
Christian musician and worship director is quoted as saying,
 
Christian music is driven by a much more tightly 
controlled industry than secular music is. And it pertains 
[V ]LY` ZWLJPÄJ YL]LU\L Z[YLHTZ [OH[ KVU»[ L_PZ[ PU
secular music because of CCLI—Christian Copyright 
Licensing International, which is basically the Christian 
version of ASCAP or BMI. CCLI keeps track of all the 
songs that are performed in churches—every church is 
supposed to pay an annual fee to CCLI. Then CCLI will 
pay royalties to the songwriters and publishers of that 
music. So what you have is a situation where, in secular 
T\ZPJ P[»Z ILJVTPUN TVYL KPMÄJ\S[ [V THRL T\ZPJ
because people aren’t buying CDs the way they used to, 
and the music industry is freaking out, but in Christian 
music, there’s this performance revenue stream that 
comes from churches performing worship songs every 
week and that is completely unaffected by album sales. 
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I happen to know from talking to people in the industry 
that generally they don’t care as much about trying to sell 
albums. Making an album is only a way to get people to 
perform these songs in their churches, because if a song 
takes on a life of its own in church world as being a 
popular worship song, that can become a huge revenue 
stream, even if they never sell any records. They could 
give the music away; they just want people to perform it 
in churches.25
This insight into the world of contemporary Christian music helps to better 
understand why contemporary Christian music no longer needs to depend 
on Christian music festivals to drive album sales among fans. With both 
revenue from digital music sales and with a special source of revenue 
through worship song licensing, there is no longer an industry-driven need 
for musicians to attend music festivals.
 Christian music festivals do continue to occur, as is evidenced by 
the Christian Festival Association, founded in 2006, which currently lists 
26 Christian music festivals as their members; although the fact that they 
also currently list 25 of 28 Christian music festivals as postponed due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic from 2020 to 2021 may signal some future warning 
signs.26 Mark Vermillion made a thought-provoking point when he observed 
that even if Ichthus had made it to its 50th year in 2020, it would have likely 
been the last festival anyway due to the current pandemic (or most likely it 
would have been postponed and then closed due to revenue losses). When 
asked about the impact of Ichthus, Vermillion concluded the interview by 
relating a story. After Ichthus ended he was in Memphis at a hotel wearing 
an old Ichthus T-shirt when a man approached him and asked about his ties 
to Ichthus. Then the man told him that he had been in the 2012 Ichthus and 
that festival had radically transformed him from a life of drugs into a life of 
faith. Vermillion concludes that even when he was feeling down about the 
end of Ichthus, “God wanted to put an exclamation point on it and say, ‘I 
was at work!’” Even in its closing days, God was still changing lives through 
Ichthus.
 In the same way that Ichthus began with God’s perfect timing in 
a symphony of events and people, Ichthus ended with the same complex 
mix of factors. Rising costs tied to the purchase of the farm as a festival 
venue, along with costs for liability and upkeep, hindered the growth of 
Ichthus at the same time that changes in the youth culture and the changing 
of the April/May date for the festival reduced the attendance and number 
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of volunteers from Asbury University and Asbury Theological Seminary. 
)\[[OLZLMHJ[VYZHSVULHYLUV[Z\MÄJPLU[[VL_WSHPU[OLLUKVM[OLMLZ[P]HS
Changes in music technology which spawned radical changes in the music 
industry all contributed to an environment which was no longer sustainable 
for a Christian music festival in Wilmore. What is clear is that God did 
not waste any time or talent. The last Ichthus festival was just as spiritually 
WV^LYM\SHZ[OLÄYZ[
Despite the shift in the Christian music culture over time, it is 
important to recognize the contextualization of rock and roll, and the 
adaptation of the music festival setting, has been a major factor in the 
Christian culture in the United States from 1970 to the present. While 
the form itself may be in a decline from its peak, events like the Ichthus 
music festival demonstrated that evangelical Christianity could adapt to 
the complex youth culture of its time. Spiritually, Ichthus and the Christian 
music festivals that followed provided a context where young people could 
JVTL [VNL[OLY KYH^U I` H J\S[\YHS SV]L VM YLSL]HU[T\ZPJ IL HMÄYTLK
PU [OLPY*OYPZ[PHU PKLU[P[ ̀ HUK MVYTHU`ÄUK [OL YLSH[PVUZOPW^P[O*OYPZ[
that would grow, guide, and sustain them through adulthood. As with any 
ministry involved with cultural engagement, it may have been useful for 
only a moment of time, but for the people who encountered Christ in that 
moment, it became an eternity.
Special note: Do you have a special memory of Ichthus? Was 
your life and walk with Christ changed as a result of the festival? Did 
you volunteer your time while a student? We would love to hear from 
you! Please send us written accounts of your experiences or scans of 
photographs you may have of the festival. We are hoping to add to the 
collection of Ichthus materials for future researchers and want to preserve 
your stories of this incredible ministry. Send your stories or photos to: 
archives@asburyseminary.edu. We look forward to hearing from you!
The archives of the B.L. Fisher library are open to researchers and 
works to promote research in the history of Methodism and the Wesleyan-
Holiness movement. Images, such as these, provide one vital way to bring 
history to life. Preservation of such material is often time consuming and 
JVZ[S ̀ I\[ HYL LZZLU[PHS [V OLSWPUN M\SÄSS (ZI\Y`;OLVSVNPJHS :LTPUHY`»Z
TPZZPVU0M`V\HYLPU[LYLZ[LKPUKVUH[PUNP[LTZVMOPZ[VYPJZPNUPÄJHUJL[V
the archives of the B.L. Fisher Library, or in donating funds to help purchase 
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